This is a general guideline of questions for each sub-chapter, which can be altered or used intact as discussion points or a reader’s questionnaire. Some questions are guided to catch the reader’s viewpoints, where there is no definable answer. The accumulated totals of 457 questions have outlined the entire first section of the book.

Chapter-1, Pages 13-23 answers a total of 16 questions.

Chapter-1-Heresy of the Pharisee
- Who were the Pharisees?
- Who approached the Messiyah to question his allegiance to Herod and Caesar?

Chapter-1-Council in Caesarea
- Who initiated the arrest of the Messiah?
- Who struck the Messiyah’s face as he was blindfolded?
- Who struck the Messiyah on his ribs?
- Who carried the Messiyah’s cross at his execution?
- What are the Pharisees duties?

Chapter-1-Validation Test
- How can we recognize misdirection within churches and synagogues?
- What are the origins of the holiday Easter and Ashtar?
- What three commanded holy weeks are in the Torah, the five books of Moses?

Chapter-1-Changing History
- Who implemented the Easter holiday as a Christian doctrine?
- What is the correct chapter arrangement for the book of Daniel?
- Why were Daniel’s chapters rearranged and by whom?
- Who was the son of Esther?
- When were Islam, Talmud, and Apocrypha defined?
- Which version of the Bible is the best for accuracy?

Chapter-2, Pages 25-44 answers a total of 56 questions.

Chapter-2-Acts Revealed
- Where was the biblical Asia which is translated from Agia?
- Who was king of Herod’s territory, at the time of Acts?
- What was the home country of most Pharisees at the time of Acts?
- Who controlled the Temple at New Testament times?
- Who was Barnabas, and what was his job?
- What relation was Barnabas to Agrippa-I?
Was the new Apostle vote influenced by the Talmud?
Who is Doeg, in the book of Samuel 21-22?
When did Apostles receive gifts that were formerly to the Temple Pharisees?
When was Stephen approached?
Why were the Pharisees upset with Apostles recognition?

Chapter-2-Stephen Removed
Who approached and convicted Stephen of blasphemy?
Stephen was accused of making what blasphemous statement?
How far was Stephen’s execution from the courtroom?
When Stephen prayed, did he forgive the judges and witnesses in the courtroom?
Who were the seditious Jews, and what was their crime?
When did the persecution problems stop?

Chapter-2-The Conversion
Why did Peter compare Balaam to Saul of Tarsus?
Why did the Jews of Damascus distrust Saul after his conversion?
Who wanted to kill Saul in Damascus, and why?

Chapter-2-Saul Sent to Tarsus
Why did Saul disagree with Greeks and the Apostles on doctrine?
What doctrine was Saul’s training?
What did Balaam do to the Jews, to appease the Moabites?
What Baal traditions are still in practice today?
What laws will cleanse the heart?
How did Saul view the Apostles status and authority?

Chapter-2-Peter’s Vision
Why were Gentiles required to follow Torah Laws, to be accepted by Jews?
Were Torah dietary laws removed for the proselytes in Apostles trusted group?
Whose method of acceptance is right; Peter or Saul?
What Temples were in Saul’s home of Tarsus?
What position did Saul and Barnabas hold in Antioch?
Why did Saul oppose the Jews for eating with Gentiles?

Chapter-2-Saul and Barnabas Return
Did the Apostles or the Pharisees receive the money from Antioch?
Why did Agrippa replace Antipas?
Bringing wagons of treasure, gave Saul political clout with whom?
Were there any disturbances, before Barnabas and Saul came from Antioch?
Who was arrested immediately after Saul arrived in Israel?
Why was Gideon told to cut down the grove of trees by the ritual temple?
Why was Agrippa’s Pesach speech offensive to the Ministering Angel?
What laws did Saul accept from the Torah?

Chapter-2-Saul’s First Journey
When were Saul and Barnabas empowered with the Spirit from John Mark?
What city in Cyprus was their first destination?
In what city did John envision Revelation (Rev 1:9)?
What was Paul’s first dispensation statement?
What was the heresy accusation of Stephen?
Was Paul’s dispensing of the laws, accepted by the Jews?
Did Jews and Apostles require the Laws of Moses to be accepted by converts?
Did Paul require the Laws of Moses to be accepted by converts?

Chapter-2-Self Appointed Apostles
How many thrones are in Heaven for the Apostles?
How many Apostles names are written in Heaven’s foundation?
What was the requirement to be a new Apostle in Acts 1:21-22?
When and how did Barnabas and Paul become apostles?

Chapter-2-Debate of the Covenant
Did the Apostle James, condone Paul’s removal of the Torah Laws?
When were the Torah Laws taught in the Synagogues?
Did Paul’s letter agree with James and the other Apostles?
Was Paul’s letter accepted by the Caesarean Council and the Herodian’s?

Chapter-3, Pages 45-58 answers a total of 42 questions.

Chapter-3- Paul’s Second Journey
In Paul’s 2nd tour, what names did Barsabas use? (Col 4:11)
Paul’s mentor Gamaliel; who was his son and who did he replace?
What country were Gamaliel and his son from?
Could those Temple Priests have wives that were mistaken for Messiyah’s?
What status or titles did Paul, Silas, and Jesus use in Agia, Syria, and Macedonia?
Did Paul consider the Torah Laws valid?

Chapter-3- Titus Identified
Who wrote “To the Romans”?
Who awarded Josephus with tax free property and a Roman title of citizen?
Where did Paul expect to meet Titus?
What documents did Titus deliver at Assos?
Who is Theophilus, to whom Luke and Acts are dedicated?
To what book were the virtues in Paul’s epistle to Titus, appended?
Where did Paul’s Laws of virtue originate?
How does Yahweh view the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes?
Where did Paul spend his winter?

Chapter-3- Book to the Hebrews
Why did Abram tithe to Melchisedec?
What teachings from the Messiyah are in the book “To the Hebrews”?
Will there be sinful people after the New Covenant?
What was the Messiyah’s New Testament oath?
Are New Testament and New Covenant, interchangeable expressions?
Who made Covenant and Testament, the same wording?

Chapter-3-Authors of Luke and John and Mark
Who was the original author of Luke?
Whose distorted facts were added to Luke?
Who was the final author of Luke?
Who was the Apostle leaning on Yahshua?
Why was the book of “John” written in Greek?
Which Apostles were originally ministers for John the Baptist?
Who is Paul’s relative named Marcus?
Why did Agrippa replace all Temple Priests with Alexandrians?
Are the Apostles, John and John Mark, the same man?
Who wrote the book of Mark?
Why would Philip use a scribe to write his book?
Which book did Philip deliver verbally?
Who named the New Testament books, and when?

Chapter-3-Hebrew Names
What language was spoken in Jerusalem by the Jews?
Was Greek commonly spoken by the Hebrews?
Is the name of Jesus, possible in the Hebrew dialect?
How was the Messiyah’s name written in the original New Testament?
Who replaced the name symbols, and when?
What are name pointers?
Would the names Jesus and Christ have been used by the Hebrews?

Chapter-4, Pages 59-79 answers a total of 59 questions.

Chapter-4-The New Covenant
Was “To the Hebrews,” following Hebrew teachings or a new doctrine?
Can truth be given in deception to sway the masses?
Is redirection from the Laws, accepted in any part of the Torah?
Are any parts of Torah Laws accepted in Paul’s doctrine?
How are common traditions defined in the scriptures?
Why are there so many denominations today?

Chapter-4-Changing Philosophies
Who annulled the Torah Laws?
Why was the Sabbath changed to Sunday?
Is a self designed worship acceptable to Yahweh?
Should the Torah Laws be rejected in any doctrine?
Did the Messiyah accept the Pharisee laws and traditions?
Did Paul’s Pharisee laws follow the Torah Laws?
Are academic Christians allowed to deviate from their doctrine to the Torah?
Will churches adapt doctrines that honor the Torah?
Are there recognizable deceptions in your church?

Chapter-4-Distorting the Truth
Are there distortions and conflicts in the books of Luke and Acts?
Was Cainan the son of Arphaxad, as listed in Luke 3?
Was Canaan in the Messiyah's lineage according to Matthew and Genesis?
Do you agree with the redirection statements?

Chapter-4-A Warning from Peter
Did Peter’s 2nd epistle commend Paul in the KJV?
Are there other examples of Apostles accepting Paul?
How did Peter state warnings of false practices?
Can there be a distortion of facts and statements from translating the books?
Does a retranslation of Peter’s 2nd epistle, directly warn about Paul’s doctrine?

Chapter-4-Return to Jerusalem
Was Paul a Herodian, a descendant of King Herod?
Who accused Paul of forsaking the Laws of Moses?
Did Paul honor the Apostles and Jews, or the Pharisees of Herod?
Is the Nazarite Vow, a commitment and a sworn statement to Yahweh?
Did the Apostles follow the Laws, Statutes, and Covenants of the Torah?
Why did James require Paul to make the Nazarite Vow?

Chapter-4-Closing the Temple
How did Paul Transgress the Temple Ordinance, in honoring a different doctrine?
How did Hezekiah transgress the Temple Ordinance?
Why did the Aegeans apprehend Paul in the Temple?
Why was the city against Paul, and desiring his death?

Chapter-4-Roman Rescue
Who rescued Paul from being killed?
What language did Paul use to speak to the Jerusalem citizens?
Who was Paul’s mentor of honor?
Was Paul of noble lineage?

Chapter-4-Jerusalem Pharisee Trial
Of what crime, did Paul say they were accusing him?
What crime did the Jews of Jerusalem accuse of him?
How did the Pharisees interpret this crime?
Who warned Paul and the captain of the mob’s plan to kill Paul?
Why was Paul taken to Antipas, the former king, for safety?

Chapter-4-Prophesies Examined
Does the prophecy of Daniel match with Herod and his four tetrarch sons?
Does Paul fit the prophecy of the little horn?
Who is Paul’s father?
Did Paul magnify himself to Yahshua?
Did Paul take away the daily sacrifice, in closing the Temple?
Does Paul’s anti-law and covenant doctrine prosper even today?

Chapter-4-Choosing a Counselor
Are Titus, Tertius, Tertullus, and Josephus the same man?
Who anointed Flavius Josephus as Titus?
Why would the High Priest, put the lawyer Titus, against Paul?
Were the Jerusalem Jews justified in condemning Paul?

Chapter-4-Trial in Caesarea
Were the accusations by the lawyer Titus correct?
Were the accusations over-simplified?
Did Paul follow the laws of his fathers or the Laws of Yahweh?
Was Paul purified in the Temple?
Was Paul accused by only one man?
Was Paul accused of teaching resurrection?
Why did the lawyer Titus, refuse to argue the case further?
Were the Jews correct, on the curse of the Temple?
How was Paul confined after the trial?
Did Felix allow a host to visit Paul?
Where were the Pharisee College and the Olympiads held in Israel?

Chapter-5, Pages 81-111 answers a total of 68 questions.

Chapter-5-Appeal to Caesar
Why did Paul request a trial in Rome, instead of Jerusalem?
Why was “To the Romans” written, and by whom?
Why would the High Priest ask Josephus to support their trial?
Is there evidence that Titus traveled to Rome with Paul?
Why was “Romans” written as a new doctrine?
Why did Caesar Nero reject Paul’s appeal?
When did Paul loose his healing powers?

Chapter-5-Removing the Laws
Do “Hebrews” teachings align with the teachings by Yahweh and Yahshua?
Did Paul follow the Torah Laws of Moses?
Did Yahshua follow the Torah Laws of Moses?
Did Yahshua teach that men who remove the laws are liars?
What did Yahshua say, that would corrupt the laws?
Was Paul authorized to remove the laws?
Where did Paul seek and find his new doctrine?
Is the Canaanite doctrine acceptable to Yahweh?
What is the “Narrow Way” doctrine?
Chapter-5-Looking at Revelation
- Is the church founded on Paul’s doctrine, or the Torah Laws?
- What is yet to be fulfilled in prophecy?
- Who is the man of sin, and the son of perdition?
- What is the Gospel of the Kingdom of **Yahweh**?
- How can you count the number of a man in a book?
- Can you explain how the church is riding on the back of the beast?
- What are the laws of Paul’s fathers?
- Is the heart of the church fixed on Torah Laws or Paul’s definition of virtues?

Chapter-5-Paul’s Laws
- Can you find “Virtue of Emotions” as the base of all of Paul’s laws?
- How do Paul’s laws compare to the Torah Laws?
- Is “being led by the Spirit” always a statement of righteousness?

Chapter-5-Paul’s Lineage
- Are there any modern authors that agree with findings in this book?
- Are the Islamists, Buddhists, and others zealous of their gods?
- Was Paul more at home with Aristocrats or the Apostles?
- Why were seven of the Israel kings called Herod?
- What was the birthright nationality of Herod the Great?
- Who were the tetrarchs of Herod’s kingdom?
- On what festival did Herod the Great die?
- How vast was Herod’s territory under Caesar?
- Who are Paul’s father, mother, sister, and brother?
- Did Paul make war with the Saints and the Apostles?
- Can this war be prevailing to the Day of Judgment?
- Did Paul have special legal and political authority for his actions?
- Could the Apostles overrule the actions of the king’s son?
- Was Paul’s introduction designed to sway Caesar’s choice for the next King?
- Did the family tree of Herod, deliver any surprising links in relations?

Chapter-5-Restructured History
- How was our calendar year established?
- Who reigned as Caesar during Yahshua’s Ministry?
- Are the ancient Olympiads, four years or five year periods?
- Should our calendar add at least 125+23 years to correct the miscalculations?
- Why was a set point, established on the books corrected timeline?

Chapter-5-Rebuilding History’s Timeline
**Note:** Frequent updates in **L-Timeline.pdf** at the Theorybin website Theology page.
- How many years from the Egypt Exodus, to Titus destroying the Temple?
- What year did Marc Antony anoint Herod as Tetrarch?
- What year was the Messiyah born?
- What year did Herod’s sons inherit the kingdom?
What year was the Messiyah baptized?
When was Josephus anointed as Titus?
When was the Messiyah crucified?
When was Paul anointed with healing powers?
When did Paul arrive in Rome?
When was the Temple destroyed by General Titus?

Chapter-5-Critical Items
- Why did Herod-I allow his wife Cleopatra, to fraternize with Marc Antony?
- Describe the complaint by John the Baptist, of King Philip’s wife.
- Why did Josephus receive his special honors and new title?
- Why was Agrippa appointed to replace Antipas and Philip?
- Who placed Caiaphas as the High Priest?
- Who did the Agrippa family hire as an interpreter when they came to Judea?
- Yahshua was killed at what feast?
- Stephen was killed at what feast?
- Why did Josephus conceal from Caesar, his part in the revolt?
- Why did the Jews label Josephus as a traitor?
- When Caesar refers to Jews, is he speaking of Herod Pharisees or the Hebrews?

Chapter-6, Pages 113-129 answers a total of 52 questions.

Chapter-6-Studies of Yahshua
- How did Caesar gather knowledge of events in distant lands?

Chapter-6-A Prophetic Event for Joseph and Mary
- When did taxation begin in Israel, and by whom?
- When was Mary’s first son born?
- Why did Joseph travel from Nazareth to Bethlehem?
- What is the Redeeming Covenant?
- Who was the light to the Gentiles and praise to Israel?
- What is the general date of Pesach at the time of Yahshua’s birth?
  (Original calculations changed, Passover that year was April 9-16)
  (Calculated dates are reliant on astronomy software)
- Who is the original December celebration following?
- What traditions were inspired by Baal, and do we see them today?
- Are the traditions of Baal, honoring Yahweh?

Chapter-6-An Alternate Counting of Months
- How can there be a conflict in deducing the Messiyah’s birthday?
- What is unique about the Feast of Trumpets?
- Should we develop a new holiday and traditions to correct our misdirections?
- Is Yahshua intended to be worshipped or honored as God?
- Are all feasts of Yahweh established in the Torah?

Chapter-6-Walking on Water
Is a command of the elements, within our human ability?
Can we imitate a Divine Miracle event?
How could Yahshua smoothly pass by a flailing boat?
Does surfing seem feasible to the Galilee experience?

Chapter-6-Law is Precious to the Lord
Can poor choices in your diet, defile your soul?
Did Daniel refuse the king’s food to protect his soul?
Are Talmud Laws and traditions, complimenting Yahweh or man?
What is the difference between common and defiled?
Does a vulgar speech make one unclean or detestable?

Chapter-6-More on Peter’s Vision
How does Torah Law state that Covenant Jews should accept strangers?
What are some Talmud rituals that separate Jews from strangers?
In Egypt, why could Joseph not eat with his servants?
How does the Torah teach to give thanks for a meal?
Did Yahshua teach to drop the traditions, and return to the omissions of law?
Is ignoring the law justified by traditions?
How does Yahweh react to a lust for food?
Are abominable foods now clean, or is this a false teaching?

Chapter-6-The Pharisees Twist
Is ignorance of the Law, the way of the Beast?
Who twisted the scriptures to destruction, according to Peter?
Which Bible authors used double-talk to teach a new direction?
Was removal of Torah Law taught by anyone other than Paul and Titus?
Is it common to hear of rogue ministries, and newly distorted doctrines?

Chapter-6-Gathering Sticks
Does the Torah allow offenders to repent and pay restitution before judgment?
Did a grievous criminal have an option over being killed?
What happens to the accusers if the offender is judged innocent?
Is a spiteful rejection of the Law, a serious crime?
What is the purpose of a fringe with a ribbon of blue?
Was the Korah complaint justified?
Could the confined stranger, have initiated the discord of the rebellious leaders?
Do you think atonement was due for the stranger that gathered sticks?
Are there better ways to approach leaders with a grievance?

Chapter-6-Foundation Thoughts
Are we judged by the measure of Yahweh’s Torah Laws?
Did Yahweh promise to bring delusions and fears upon rebels of his laws?
Is it proper for our leaders to make daily sacrifices to honor Yahweh?
Should America and other countries have their own sacrificing Temples?
Will the last Temple be at the original location in Jerusalem?
Can you recognize the wide road of the masses, and the straight narrow way?

Chapter-7, Pages 131-154 answers a total of 99 questions.

Chapter-7-Comparisons
Has the false apostle been sufficiently exposed and referenced?
Can an examination from a different perspective tell a different tale?

Chapter-7-Garden of Eden
Could there be more to learn about the Garden of Yahweh in Eden?
Do the Eden river descriptions conform to the rivers in Caesar’s domain?
Is it feasible that Noah’s Ark and Eden originated on a different continent?

Chapter-7-Supposition to Eden
How can a supposition improve an understanding of a historical event?
Could Eden have been in the tropics, and never seen winter on the equator?
Could there be volcanoes where the trees of life and knowledge stood?
Is it common for a mountain river to split into four river branches?
Could the Mayan Pyramids be older than anything in Egypt?
Could the Mayan Pyramids be the cities that Cain and his descendants built?
Does the Eden location in Ecuador, comply with all of the Genesis statements?
Could Cherubs or Spirits have been in Noah’s Ark and humbled with the animals?
Could those Spirits be the same that we have with us today?
Does the satellite photo resemble the Genesis story of the Garden of Eden?

Chapter-7-Noah
Is it feasible that Noah could use rubber tree sap as “pitch” to seal his boat?
Were Noah’s sons the same age?
Calculate an average rainfall of 40 days and nights, for a 5.5 mile depth.
Could sleet falling at that rate, bury large animals still standing?
Were mountains and valleys formed at the time of the flood?
Could there be less air pressure now, than there was in pre-flood times?
What effect would a higher air pressure make on plants and animals?
Did the flood waters come from, and return to the Earth’s void?
How can we prove and measure an Earth void?

Chapter-7-Abram
Were Abram and his brothers the same age?
Could Lot have resembled Abram?
Could the Canaanite Eshcol, be the Numbers 666 man that sowed discord?
Could Tema of Ishmael, be the Genesis 666 man that shed innocent blood?
Was Job written before the Exodus from Egypt?
Who was Job’s father, and where did Job live?
Can we learn more by knowing Job’s deceiver?
Was Abram too old to have children?
What possible advantage was there in Isaac’s delayed birth?
Chapter-7-Joshua
What did Joshua state, that all good leaders must do?
Should foreign laws or traditions be adopted into our laws?
Why did Israel fail to purge the land of the seven Canaanite Nations?
What resulted in the failure to purge the land of Canaanites?

Chapter-7-Samson and Micah
Is it convincing that Micah is the son of Samson and Delilah?
Why would Delilah make a silver image for Micah?
What three items from Micah, did the Priest place in the Shiloh Tabernacle?

Chapter-7-Samuel and Saul
Why did the Benjamites protect the sons of Belial, the 666 man of Judges?
Why were wives given from Gilead and Shiloh after the Benjamite Civil War?
Why was Samuel of Ephraim, made High Priest of the Shiloh Tabernacle?
Why were all notable events of the period, centered at Shiloh and Mt. Ephraim?
Why did Eli take the Ark into battle as a symbol?
Why did the Ark become a curse to the Philistines?
Is the Ark designed to be a symbol for public view?
Could the Edomite Doeg, be the 666 man in the book of Samuel?
How did David pray for his evil king, Israel’s public leader?

Chapter-7-David, Son of a Servant
How did Saul make improper offerings that offended Yahweh?
Was David possibly the son of a servant of his father Jesse?
Could Nahash the Ammonite King, be David’s Maternal Grandfather?
Why would Abigail state three times that “Nabal is his name”?
Can you find a nation of the Old Testament that is not related to Israel’s kings?
Is a unicorn, which Moses, Job, and David cited; a real or a fictitious animal?
Is there a practical reason to deceive with fantasy tales, to hide the truth?
Was the star symbol of Israel, adopted from Moab?
Can you think of symbols that you were taught to adore?
Does the Torah teach us to pledge to flags or other symbols?
What honorable symbols did Yahweh prescribe?
Did Yahweh have pledges to his symbols, or to his Laws?

Chapter-7-Ahab and Jezebel
Does King Ahab fit the profile of a 666 man?
Why would Yahweh admonish Jehoshaphat for helping Ahab?
How did Jezebel flatter the nation to gain popularity?
How does Jezebel’s flattery compare with our nation’s traditions?
Is it feasible that Herod and Paul are descendants of Ahab?

Chapter-7-Jonah
Who purged the land of idols and alters after Ahab and Jezebel?
Why did Israel turn back to the idols and traditions?
What was the offence of Hezekiah?
Should Temple treasures have public or celebrated view if they are rediscovered?

Chapter-7-Jeremiah’s Uniqueness
Is the King James Version of Jeremiah, an accurate translation?
Are there reasons for variations in Jeremiah’s English and Hebrew versions?
Would the original tablets in the Ark be arch shaped like a gravestone?
Would the Ark tablets have Roman numbers and lettering?
Why would artists flagrantly embellish and distort the symbols of the Temple?
What symbols are each of us instructed to display?
Have you seen any of the instructed symbols available in stores?

Chapter-7-Daniel Arrangement
Are Daniel’s chapters arranged out of chronological order?
Is the Chaldean King Darius, the son of Ahasuerus and Esther?
Could Esther and Mordecai have influenced the Jewish allegiance of Darius?
Why would Darius replace leaders of his kingdom with Daniels choices?
Were Jews delivered from Babylon, as Isaiah and Jeremiah prophesized?

Chapter-7-Philip the Apostle
Is there clarity between the Tetrarch Philip and the Apostle Philip?
Do you recognize that Antipas and Philip were Paul’s fathers?
According to Paul’s letters, which Apostles did he meet?

Chapter-7-King James Version (KJV)
Why would names change in documents as they are copied?
Were the Alexandrians, the Pharisee Priests of Herod and Caesar?
Where is Alexandria, and why did they have priests?
How far is Alexandria from Rhodes Capri; the home of Caesar Tiberius?
Were Alexandrian priests in allegiance with Caesar, Pharisees, or the Apostles?
Why was the Church of Philadelphia praised in Revelation?
Did Josephus agree with the Alexandrian translations of scripture?
What is the “Key of David” according to Revelation?
Would the KJV or the Moab versions of scripture be most accurate?
Who sorted, selected, and named the scroll books that became the Bible?
How did the “Dead Sea Scrolls” affect the scripture knowledge?
What are acrostics, and can this identify the most accurate version of scripture?
What improvements can be made in translations?
Should we abandon the Laws of Moses from Yahweh?

Chapter-8, Pages 155-175 answers a total of 65 questions.

Chapter-8-A New Direction
What Gospel has not been taught to all the world, as a witness to the nations?
Are there three gods in the Trinity, or is there only One Yahweh?
Did the New Covenant begin at the Messiah’s death, or is it in our future?
Where are laws statutes and covenants taught without omissions and traditions?
How do teachers commonly instruct beyond their understanding?
Have you been taught a dozen variations of the Genesis Creation?
Have you heard sermons that start with scripture, and end with unrelated rhetoric?
Should traditions be omitted completely, or just from religious events?
How can we gauge what should be acceptable in religious events?
Is it common to hear open topic, biblical discussions in your church?
Do church open topic discussions get redirected into doctrine flair definitions?
Do cultural events guide your church observances?
Should your Priest be the community Judge and Political Councilor?
Is either book of the Talmud, a proper Priest doctrine?
Is teaching doctrine and traditions as a commandment, a vain form of worship?
Is the Apocrypha a leavening from the Pharisees and the Saducees?

Chapter-8-Passover Examination
Are the three Torah Feasts, the only proper observances?
What is used as leavening in a common kitchen?
Is Chametz (fermented grains), the Talmud leavening of the Pharisees?
Is a fermented drink, like wine used in the offerings, considered leavening?
Is there confusion in the Talmud definition of leavening?

Chapter-8-Minerals of Egypt
Could Trona or baking soda, be the biblical exodus leavening?
Why did Naaman offer two loads of earth, when Elisha would not accept a gift?

Chapter-8-Fermentation Leavening
Has the Talmud removed the biblically acceptable leavening?
Has the Talmud accepted the biblically restricted Trona?
Should out of season or foreign foods be restricted at Pesach?
Were stored and foreign traded grains, common in early Egypt?
Should we beware of the Talmud’s leavening of the Pharisees?

Chapter-8-Re-Counting the Omer
Could the Omer count have been offset by Talmud traditions?
Is the eighth day of Pesach, a practical Omer start date?
Is the Omer count celebration, intended to start the eating of leavened bread?
Should the Pesach Sabbath reset the calendar’s Sabbath Day, each year?
Is the eighth day of Pesach, when Yahshua ascended to his father?

Chapter-8-Modern Foods
What are some of the goals in the use of factory food chemistry?
How has refrigeration affected our dietary choices?
Do food labels deduce all sources of packaged food contents?
How can Kosher Certifications assist in our food selections?
Are there cautions to consider, in selecting unlabeled leather clothing?
Are rennet processed cheeses, a kosher food or a violation of Yahweh's Laws?
Can people with exotic appetites maintain a kosher diet?
What is Yahweh’s promise, for those of an unclean diet?
Is there truly a wide road and a narrow way?

Chapter-8-Modified Laws
Can an assembly of priests or leaders, change Torah Laws to address their needs?
Did Old Testament Prophets or Yahshua, remove any laws of Yahweh?
Who was empowered to “bind or loose any thing,” by the powers of Heaven?
Was Peter allowed to change laws of Yahweh?
Was Peter allowed to control the restraints and freedom of the Pharisees actions?
What is Heaven’s promised response to prayers in an unholy life?
Does a request of Heaven, require an offering and vow and adherence to the laws?
Should Holy events be artistically embellished to entertain or amuse children?
Can inappropriate vows and pledges be hidden in songs?
Can a beautifully entertaining song, harbor a distortion of worship?
Are we innocent of oaths, vows, and prayers that we sing in public songs?

Chapter-8-Founders Remarks
Were the American founders rejecting religion, or the perversions of churches?
Excluding translation errors; where are the greatest corruptions in the Bible?
Does Yahweh’s Law require weekly attendance in the church or synagogues?

Chapter-8-A Clear Path
Do you recognize the differences between churches and synagogues?
Has Yahshua fulfilled all the prophecies of the Messiyah?
Are those who reject the laws, allowed into the Kingdom of Heaven?
Are those who honor the laws, free of sin; or forgiven for their transgressions?
What is the whole duty of man, according to Ecclesiastes 12:13?
Are there distorted books in our early and modern Bibles?
Where are the Canaanite doctrine and traditions taught in modern times?
Why has the Messiyah been rejected by the synagogues?
Has the straight and narrow way, been revealed?
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